
Year 4 learning

Week beginning 
29th June 2020



Here is your learning for this week. There is:

● Spelling
● Arithmetic
● Maths (White Rose Maths attachments)
● Grammar 
● Writing 
● Topic activities

 You can do them in any order that you like. 



Spellings

Here are your 
spellings for this 
week. You should 
do a little bit of 
practice several 
times this week, 
then have a test 
at the end. Here 
are some ideas for 
you to learn them. 

Draw around the word:

P y r a m i d

Draw a pyramid of the word 
to help you remember each 
letter

Write them once in squiggly 
letters and then again 
properly (and neatly).

Colourful words – write each 
letter in a different colour. Like 
this: colourful

Three Times! Choose 8 of 
your spelling words and write 
each of them 3 times. First, 
write them in pencil
Second, write in a coloured 
pencil/crayon.
Third, write each word in 
felt tip/marker pen

Blue vowels– write each word and 
trace over the vowels in blue: 
Vowels
(vowels = a e i o u )

Spelling rainbows– write each word in 
pencil, then trace over each 3 times. 
Each time you write over them you 
change colour



Spelling words:
perhaps

maybe

certainly

possibly

probably

regularly

occasionally

frequently

usually

rarely

Adverbials of 
frequency and 

possibility



Grammar task – Sentence imrovements

We have looked at lots of individual skills in 
our grammar work this year. This week’s 
activity brings several of them together.

This week, you will need to improve some 
simple sentences.



Grammar task – Improving sentences

You will be given a simple sentence to start off with adn then 
will need to make a few changes to improve its quality.

The changes you will need to make are:

● Start the sentence with a fronted adverbial
● Add adjectives and modify the nouns to create expanded 

noun phrases
● Add a subordinating clause to give the reader more 

information



Improving sentences - an example

The road ran past the field.

Early one morning, the long, straight road ran past a 

luscious, green field until it came to a river. 

Fronted adverbial Expanded noun phrase

Expanded noun phrase Subordinate clause



Improving sentences - try it

The road ran past the field.

The market stalls were filled 
with items.



Improving sentences - try it

The girl jumped in a field.

The house stood in the forest.



Improving sentences - try it

The garden had lots of plants.

The fish swam in sea.



Maths – White Rose
As you know White Rose resources for maths can be found 
on the school’s  website with this powerpoint.

There are four days of lessons. Friday is left empty so that 
you can review what has been done during the week.

There are video links to support each lesson using the link 
below:
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-4/
(week 10)

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-4/&sa=D&ust=1593174443015000&usg=AFQjCNH_2xJNz-gnAFUxzFV888H2qKC3ZA


Arithmetic

Try these questions - write them down and 
answer them, then use the answer slides to 
see if you were right. 



Monday

=

935 + 288 = 34 x 4 = ? - 284 = 565

    1 of 240 =
    4

435 ÷ 3 =     1   +
    6

    3
    6 =

(in the lowest form)



Tuesday

  27 x 6 = 6070 ÷ 100 = 196 + 4528 =

5279 - 2850 = 6 x 12 = ? -5 4 x 9 x 5 =



Wednesday

 802 – 236 = 

7 x 2 x 3 = 3.9 x 100 = 579 ÷ 4 =
(remainder)

59 + 312 + 8 = 38 x 8 = 



Thursday

8002 – 7998 =

507 ÷ 3 =522 + 352 + 285 
=

27 x 12 =

Two fifths 
of 200

One tenth of
 1500



Friday

55 - ? = 28 + 17 3276 ÷ 3 =

6 + 78 + 910 = 76 x 9 =

256 – 83 = ?  + 85 

    7    
    8

    5
    8 =+

as improper fraction 
and mixed number



Answers
Monday

1223   136   849

       60     4  = 2     145
                6     3

Tuesday

162    60.7   4724

2429      65     180

Wednesday
144 r3   42   390

566     379     304

Thursday
1159   169   324

4     80    15

Friday
   994   12 =    4     684

                  8       8
  10         1092      88

1



Topic - African symbols. Have a really close look at this 
map of Africa.

It is full of symbols and images 
which relate to the country.

They have been arranged to 
form the shape of Africa as you 
would see on a map. 

However, what is really clever is 
that there is NOT actually an 
outline drawn!

We would like you to have a go!!



Here are some tips which we hope you will find helpful!

First of all you will need to 
create a list of anything, 
anything at all, to do with 
Africa.
 
Think about everything you 
have found out about the 
country and use these for 
ideas. 



There are over 55 images 
in this piece of art!!! Next you will need to decide how 

big your “map” is going to be.

You could do A4 or A3 depending 
on the paper you have access to. 

You will then need to decide 
whether you are going to draw all 
of the symbols, or whether you 
are going to print out images and 
stick them onto your paper.

Think about the size of the paper 
so that you know roughly how big 
your images need to be. 



Ideas for getting the 
outline without leaving an 

actual drawn outline!

Suggestions but you might find your 
own way!

1) Hold a cut outline of Africa to 
create a shadow (just like we have 
been doing in Science!) onto your 
paper and place the images on the 
paper.

2) Draw an outline of Africa using a 
felt pen, then put another piece of 
paper on top, so you can see the 
outline through the paper and use 
that as a guide

However you do it, remember we do 
not want to see a drawn line on the 
finished artwork.



Presentation - this is key! You will find to do this well, 
you will need to spend some time on it. 

● Think about your colouring if you are drawing the symbols. Use appropriate 
African colours and be really neat paying attention to detail.

● If you are cutting images, cut carefully and neatly so that the shapes of the 
symbols have really smooth edges. 

● Place all of your images and keep moving them around until you are happy 
with layout. Then and only then, stick them in their final positions. Once they 
are stuck down, you won’t be able to move them.

● Make sure that there aren’t big gaps left. If you look back closely at the image 
you will see that there are also some decorative patterns which help fill some 
of those gaps.

We really can’t wait to see your results, so please post to padlet or use the 
eamil addresses to send to us. 



Writing task - Based on your African Adventure from 
last week! 

You wrote a newspaper report about a safari park last 
week. 

This week we’d like you to write a report about an 
exciting safari adventure. For it to be exciting, you 
will need to think of something really great to happen 
in the main part of your story.



Use what you have learned to help you.

Here is a list of some of the areas that we have covered throughout this 
topic, which you may give you ideas which you wish to bring into your story, 
which will help with its authenticity! 

● We read The Butterfly Lion by Michael Morpurgo
● African animal fact files
● Sights from a Safari
● African tribes / culture
● 54 countries
● Artwork
● Design
● Musical instruments
● Flags

● Traditions
● Dress
● Homes
● Nelson Mandela
● Sunsets
● Animal skins / patterns 



Writing task -planning frame. You will need to write at least one paragraph 
for each section, so your story will be a minimum of 5 paragraphs. 

Title African Adventure

Introduction Set the scene by describing the setting and introduce the 
characters. 

Build up The character sets off on a trip / journey / task, or 
something starts to happen which gives us a sense that 
there may be a problem ahead. 

Climax / Problem This is the most exciting part of the story for the reader as 
it will be really descriptive and really make the reader 
wonder how on earth the character /s are going to get out 
of a sticky situation.

Resolution - solve problem This is the turning point where the issue is solved and the 
reader knows things are probably going to be ok. 

Ending / conclusion Round your story off with a well thought out ending which 
is still descriptive - this should not be too abrupt!



Planning frame 
Title African Adventure

Introduction

Build up

Climax / Problem

Resolution - solve problem

Ending / conclusion



As with any piece of writing, it is important to ensure that all the necessary features 
have been included and so please use the following writer’ recipe to guide your 

planning, as well as a checklist at the end to edit your work. 
We look forward to reading them.



● https://padlet.com/mrmead1/v1ci13ecv3ne

Class emails: 

● beijing@oakhurst.swindon.sch.uk
● kathmandu@oakhurst.swindon.sch.uk

This means that if you get stuck on anything or would like 
to share something with just your teacher, you can 
email us direct and we can reply to just your family.

Padlet and emails:

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://padlet.com/mrmead1/v1ci13ecv3ne&sa=D&ust=1593174444486000&usg=AFQjCNEOLNvs8JSKsE7bBWVIm6t1u7QM9A
mailto:beijing@oakhurst.swindon.sch.uk
mailto:kathmandu@oakhurst.swindon.sch.uk

